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AMBITION ACADEMY

HOME ASSIGNMENT

CLASS 5th

SUBJECT : EVS

1.Read the passage and answer the following.

2. Draw and explain the life cycle of the TOMATO in a chart paper.



Ambition academy

Home assignment (2020-21)

Class: 5

Sub : Maths

Q.1 Write the definitions of the following words

  (1) Natural number

   (2) whole number

   (3) Integer

Q.2 Write the rule of the divisibility of the following numbers.

2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

Q.3 Write the following numbers in Roman numerals .

36, 45 , 69,  540

Q.4 Draw the circle

    (1) 4cm (2) 7cm (3) 5.5 cm

Ambition Academy

Home assignment



Class 5

Subject English

   The bird eating suder

1.Read the text about alctraz

2. Highlight the descriptive language

3. answer the questions

The Australian  bird eating spider is a large, aggressive spider ,found
in Australia the bird eating spider can become grow to be larger than
and the size of an adult human hand. They have extremely powerful
fangs  that grow up to centimetre long .the Australian bird  eating
spider varies in colour, ranging from grey ,to brown to red. although it
has long and strong fangs that can easily pierce human skin, the bite
of the Australian bird eating spider is not deadly to humans. It will
cause sever pain,sickness and sweating in a human .The Australian
bird eating spider can be found in many places around Australia.   it
can live in Sandy ,dry deserts or wet, dence rainforest .these
enormous spiders often build large, deep burrows that are a

lined with Silk or they will use a log or a rock to cover them .they line
the entrance of the burrow with loose strands of their silky web and
this warns them .When enemies or prey are approaching. The
Australian bird eating spider is famous for eating Birds even though

this actually e very rarely happens.  The spider prefers  to eat lizards,
insects, i frogs   and even other spiders. it will Pounce on its on
unsuspecting prey in order to to capture and eat it.



   Use the words from the story to fill in the missing space

1.The  Australian bird eating spider is a________ ,_______spider

2.The bird eating spider has _______and________fangs

3.The bite from the spider is not _________to humans.

4. These spiders build ___________, ____________burrows lined
with__________.

5.The Australian bird eating spider actually very rarely
eats___________

Challenge questions

The Australian bird eating spider lives in

Desert.   Lakes.   Homes.   Rainforests. Caves.  Burrows

The Australian bird eating spider eats

Cereal.   Lizards.   Spiders.   Humans.  Frogs.  Birds


